The accession policy of the Print Department is inevitably a fairly straightforward affair. There are certain gaps in the collections which must be filled as time goes on, and of course smaller lacunae in areas where we are already strong. The normal routine, however, is constantly enlivened by two unknown factors. One arises from the unpredictability of the print market: every now and then something will turn up that is so rare or extraordinary that one could never have hoped to find it. The second and perhaps even more important unknown is the constant flow of widely varying gifts and bequests.
glance at these also indicates the wide and wonderful range of a catholic collection of printed pictures: we pass from a moving religious image to a book jacket, from a rare book to a cartoon; we survey the products of five centuries.
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The riches that result from these imponderables are well illustrated by even a few of the more interesting accessions of the past year. A glance at these also indicates the wide and wonderful range of a catholic collection of printed pictures: we pass from a moving religious image to a book jacket, from a rare book to a cartoon; we survey the products of five centuries.
Our earliest accession in this group, dating
probably from the I47os, is a superb impression of the Ecce Homo from Martin Schongauer's famed Passion series. Schongauer was the first noted painter who was also a printmaker. His reputation and his style spread rapidly through his prints; there is, for example, the well-known but still touching story of how the young Diirer made a long journey to study with the master, only to find on arrival that he had just died.
One of Schongauer's closest followers and pupils was the Master A.G., whose work on occasion shows a surprising degree of originality and independence from the strong personality of his teacher. This is particularly true of the Passion series which he executed perhaps a decade after his master's. The Metropolitan Museum of Art is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to
The Thus coincidentally, we close as we began with an intaglio print of a Biblical subject by a German artist-which may or may not be taken to indicate a reassuring continuity in the course of artistic endeavor.
